2017 Human Capital Trends
Rewriting the rules for the digital age
Companies are being disrupted
more quickly
Only 12 percent of the surveyed
Fortune 500 companies from 1955 are
still in business, and last year alone, 26
percent fell off the list.
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New set of rules
While it is hard to predict which emerging
business practices will endure, it is
impossible to ignore the need for change.

Keeping pace with technological
progress
Productivity growth remains low despite
the introduction of new technology into
the business environment.

Artificial intelligence mobile
platforms social Collaboration
New technologies have revolutionized
the way we live, work and
communicate—and the pace is only
accelerating.

Human Capital Trends 2017 enabled by Oracle HCM Cloud
Trend Description

HR Imperative

Oracle Differentiators

Organization of the future shift from designing
top-down hierarchies to building networks of
teams able to deliver results faster

•• Design workforce structure and HR programs
that reflect an agile and collaborative team-based
organization

•• Reputation Management helps organizations understand how employees are
viewed by others within their network

Careers and Learning demand learning
opportunities that fit individual needs and career
aspirations

•• Facilitate employee-centric learning
•• Focus on consumerization
•• Determine career preferences

•• Anywhere, anytime mobile training
•• Learning content embedded into the context of business processes

Talent Acquisition engage talent in an open and
rapidly changing talent economy

•• Leverage tech solutions and services to help attract and
assess potential candidates

•• Embedded machine learning algorithms helps classify candidates based on
the overall semantics of the résumé

Employee experience leverage on-demand
pulse feedback and self-service tools to design an
integrated employee experience

•• Align employee experience with culture and corporate
purpose
•• Engage employees in corporate social responsibility

•• Enables employees to identify supported volunteer projects aligned to their
interests
•• Wellness monitoring leverages wearable devices

Performance management requires a new way
to effectively measure, evaluate and recognize
employee performance

•• Shift focus from talking about people to talking with
people in open conversations

•• Assessments & surveys on social platforms builds talent reputation
•• Online collaboration allows real time feedback from managers and peers

Leadership need versatile leaders with different
skills and expertise, who are effective as an
individual and in teams

•• Leverage analytics to help identify leaders early
•• Engage leaders in development activities early

•• Talent intelligence identifies potential leaders in unexpected places
•• Reputation metrics helps better predict future capabilities & behavior
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Digital HR drives the organization to “be digital”
not just “do digital”

•• Stay on top of the latest technologies and applications
to enhance employee experience and create HR
capacity

•• Integrated social components enable social media-like user experience for
business context using web/mobile/tablets interface

For More Information Contact

Cloud Roadmap, Strategy and
Implementation

High-impact HR Operating Model Design

People Analytics brings together HR and
business data to understand business operation
and the way we work

•• Transform data to business value
•• Integration with current HR processes
•• Make data usable in real time

•• Visual Analyzer and data mashup capabilities allow users to combine and view
data from diverse sources

Diversity and inclusion focus on fairness,
equity and inclusion in the workplace

•• Create competitive advantage through diversity and
inclusion programs

•• “My Competitions” engage employees with work related contests
•• Compare skills and qualifications to requirements for future job roles

Future of work implement cognitive tools that
augment the workforce

•• Re-invent service delivery while building new HR
capabilities

•• Chatbots guide decision making and help with automation across the areas of
Learning, Recruiting, Absences, HR and Help Desk
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How we can help

Connectme - Employee experience
reinvented for the digital workplace
Laborwise - A powerful lens for analyzing
labor spending
Engagegpath - Measure, monitor, and
improve employee engagement
Culturepath - Shape your workplace culture,
drive your strategy
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